This paper uses an energy based security measure to define vulnerability to voltage instability, and proposes a method of security enhancement by examining the sensitivity of the security margin to various control actions. The use of the energy function in systems with significant line losses is reviewed, and the analytic expressions for first order total derivatives with respect to relevant control parameters derived. Computational properties, such as sparsity of various vector and matrix quantities, are examined. Numerical examples of security enhancement based on these sensitivities are computed for a thirty bus example system. Potential application of this approach within a security constrained optimal power flow is also discussed. I(EY WORDS: Voltage stability, voltage collapse, security enhancement, energy functions, optimal power flow.
I. Introduction and Background
Recent reports indicate that voltage instability is becoming an increasingly common problem for many utilities [l] , [2] . In many cases, while the system may reach a vulnerable state through an equipment outage or earlier contingency, the immediate cause of voltage instability is not a large disturbance to the system. Rather the system operating point gradually changes over a period of minutes to hours from a state of relative security to one where collapse is imminent. Thus the longer time frame of the problem allows manual operator intervention in addition to automatic control actions. To take the most effective preventive control actions, an accurate, easily computable indicator of the proximity of the system to voltage collapse is needed.
In present day security-constrained optimal power flow, voltage security is assessed via bus voltage magnitude limits [3] . However, voltage instability problems have been shown to occur in systems where voltage magnitudes never decline below acceptable levels [4] . Furthermore, near the point of collapse voltage variations can be extremely sensitive to changes in load [5] , so knowledge of the voltage level only at the current operating point may not be sufficient to predict the onset of stability problems. The need to expand the optimal power flow problem to include voltage security is recognized in [3] and [6] . 
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Recently a large number of papers have addressed the issue of quantifying the "distance" of a particuk operating point to voltage collapse (typically in temw of allowable range of system parameter changes). Crucial in judging the effectiveness of a given security measure is that it is physically meaningful, varies smoothly to changes in the system (i.e. does not exhibit discontinuous changes in value for small system changes), and alerts operators and planners to the necessity and type of control actions. In [7] the relevant system parameters are assumed to move along a given "path" (i.e., the vector of parameters is assumed to be a known function of time), until the point of voltage collapse is reached. The time to reach the collapse point then used to rank the vulnerability of different system configurations to voltage collapse. Numerous authors have recognized that the Jacobian of the powefflow becomes singular at the point of voltage collapse [5] , [8] , [9] , using this as the indicator that the collapse point has been reached. In [9] and [ 101 the smallest singular value of the Jacobian is proposed as a qualitative measure of proximity to voltage collapse. In [ 111 and [ 121 indices which attempt to quantify the distance between a pair of multiple powefflow solutions are presented.
The goal of this work is to apply the energy based measure presented by the authors in [13] to increase the security of a power system. The paper is organized as follows. First, the application of energy methods to the voltage collapse problem is briefly reviewed. Next sensitivities based upon the closed form energy function found in [14] are derived. The application of these sensitivities to improve system security is then demonstrated on a 5 bus system and the New England 30 bus system. Lastly, the computational issues of the method are discussed.
Energy Based Security Measure
For completeness the application of energy based security measures to power system voltage instability problem is briefly reviewed. In [14] a security measure was proposed to indicate vulnerability to voltage collapse based upon Lyapunov's direct method. Formally, the term Lyapunov function is used to refer to a scalar function of state that has the properties of being locally positive definite about a stable equilibrium and non-increasing along trajectories. For the models used in this paper, in which the second property can not be guaranteed to hold for all instants in time, the scalar function of state will be referred to as an energy function. Application of the energy function to the problem of voltage insecurity is as follows. The current operating state of the power system (normally available on-line via the state estimator) can be thought of as defining a local minimum of an energy well. However, the true instantaneous state may not sit precisely at the mathematically defined equilibrium point, because it is constantly being perturbed by small, random variations (e.g. changing loads). These small magnitude random load variations add a small amount of kinetic "energy" to the system. This energy is normally dissipated through damping in the system. At a secure operating point, these small random effects are negligible, and are typically not considered in normal power systems analysis. However, under the conditions associated with proximity to collapse, the system state (particularly voltage magnitudes) are highly sensitive to load changes. Under such conditions, there is a possibility that these random perturbations could push the state out of the potential well that defines its stable operating point. A necessary condition for the state to escape this well is that it receives energy greater than the potential value of the closest unstable equilibrium point (UEP) on the boundary of the well. In the voltage stability context these UEPs or saddle points correspond to the altemative solutions of the powerflow equations [15] , [16] that typically display very low voltage magnitudes at one or more buses. These will be referred to as the low voltage power flow solutions.
The use of energy functions to calculate proximity to voltage collapse is somewhat different from their use in transient stability.
In the latter context, a fault or other large disturbance is applied to the power system, causing the state to rapidly move away from its former stable equilibrium point. Using the simplest Lyapunov based criterion, if the initial energy following the fault is less than that of the UEP with the lowest energy, then the system will asymptotically return to the post-fault equilibrium point. Other more sophisticated criteria make use of such concepts as the "controlling U E P or "potential energy boundary surface. " These approaches recognize that a fault which yields a system trajectory passing exactly through the lowest saddle point is a rare, worst case scenario. However, as noted in the introduction, the voltage collapse problem often occurs long after the power system has seemingly "settled down" following a large disturbance, or may occur without any large disturbance initiating the event. Rather, the system is generally subjected to a slow (time scale of minutes to hours) variation caused by the gradual changes in the in load/generation injections. Therefore the operating point of the system moves in a "quasi-static'' manner. Of course small, random variations mentioned earlier are constantly perturbing the system away from this equilibrium. As indicated above, for a normal, robust operating point the energy well is quite deep, so these random perturbations have a negligible effect. To determine the significance of these random variations, one needs information about the height of the "easiest" path of escape out of the potential well; i.e. the energy necessary to exit through the lowest saddle point or closest u.e.p. This height can be measured by calculating the energy difference between the appropriate low voltage solution and the current state, and serves as the security measure that will be used to indicate relative vulnerability to voltage problems. As the system moves closer to the point of voltage collapse, work in [13] demonstrated many examples in which the energy difference decreases in an almost linear manner with system changes. The near linear variation of the energy measure with system changes is demonstrated in Figure 1 using the New England 30 Bus system from [17] as the reactive load at bus 11 is increased. In this scenario once the height of the energy well is sufficiently small, the ultimate collapse is driven by the small system perturbations mentioned earlier. Once the state leaves the potential well about the operating point, the deterministic dynamics drive a very rapid decline in voltage magnitudes. From a system security point of view, it is certainly desirable to use the available system controls to increase this energy difference and thus prevent the small perturbations from dominating and ultimately causing voltage collapse. The longer time scale of this problem allows for the application of security enhancement type software. The goal of this work is to develop a methodology for identifying the most effective control actions to increase this energy difference.
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FIGURE 1: Energy Based Security Measure versus Bus Loading For a system model in which transfer conductances are neglected, the energy function used above for measuring the height of the potential barrier between the unstable and stable equilibrium points is defined as follows:
Note that (2) is simply the real power mismatch equations, and the (3) the reactive power mismatch equations (multiplied by V-'), where both expressions neglect transfer conductances. An energy function with structure similar to this was presented in [18] . Moreover, since the energy function is constructed as an integral, the fundamental theorem of calculus assures that differentiating with respect to either the upper of lower limit will simply return f the function under the integral; in this case, the vector of power mismatch equations. Therefore, the partial derivative of the energy function with respect to its first or second argument will evaluate to zero at an equilibrium point, because mismatch must be zero at an equilibrium. In [14] , it is shown that for a lossless system 19 is formally a Lyapunov function, and thus it is not surprising that it has a local minimum, and hence zero first derivative, at xs. However, if the system model itself does contain losses, as, Vs no longer defines a local minimum of the I9 function as defined above, and the first derivative of I9 at (as, Vs) is no longer identically zero. This difficulty can be resolved at the stable operating point (as, Vs) by redefining f and g used in (1) as follows:
Since the added terms in (4), (5) relative to (2), (3) are constants with respect to the variable of integration, the vector function remains exactly integrable (i.e.. no path dependence). However, with the addition of these constant offset terms, the gradient of the energy function at the stable equilibrium is now identically zero. The revised form of the integral defined in (1) can be expressed in closed form as: n n 1 Vi" I sin(at-ajs)(y -Vf) (6) 1 For load buses the integral term in (6) can be quite easily evaluated when the reactive load is an arbitrary polynomial or exponential function of bus voltage. For example if the reactive load at bus i is constant then the integral evaluates to
In the powerflow calculations used in this (6) can be partitioned as follows:
The parameter dependence of the energy function can then be displayed as:
For the derivation to follow, it is important to stress that the control parameters enter the energy function both explicitly and implicitly; the implicit dependence comes through motion of the equilibria under the effect of controller changes. With this observation in mind, fust order sensitivities of the energy function with respect to changes in the control variables are calculated by simple application of the chain rule d6/du := Total Derivative 6(u,p,xs(u),x"(u)) w.r.t. U = (a6/au + at+/axs.axs/au + a6/axu.axu/au)
(10)
If the system model is such that 6 is formally a Lyapunov function for the system equations (i.e., if the system equations neglect losses), one would expect that 6 would have a zero first derivative with respect to the state variables at all equilibria.
Under these conditions, the second and third terms in the above expression would be identically zero. The reader should recall from the discussion above that this is not the case when losses are considered. Moreover, as with all linearizations, error between the linearized approximation and the exact energy variation depends upon the magnitude of the higher order terms and of the range of variation of the control variables.
Sensitivities could then be derived for any of the following types of controls: generator MW/Mvar/voltage setpoint, load MW/Mvar, transformer tap, MW transaction, phase shifter tap, and shunt capacitance. Computationally, the cost to calculate each controller sensitivity is on the order of a forward and backward substitution of the powerflow equations. For illustrative purposes, the sensitivity equations for changes in generator real power output ( M W ) is examined in the following example. This example will consider the influence of M W output on a generator's peak Mvar capacity, denoted below as Q(Pcj)limit With x = [a, IVIIT the sensitivity of energy with respect to generator real power output at bus j is given by Note that (11) can be quite efficienrly calculated since the terms a19/axu and a19/axs depend only upon first neighbors of generator j, and the terms aXu/aPGj, aXs/aPGj, ax'/aQ(PGj),i,it, and axS/aQ(PGj)limit can be determined using sparse vector methods [20] . As noted above, the last term is included to account for the variation in the unit's reactive power limits with respect to changes in real power output. Since systems vulnerable to voltage instability are often characterized by a number of saturated units, the effect of redispatching the real power on the unit's reactive capability must be considered. Scenarios where system security is enhanced by backing down the real power output of a saturated unit in order to increase its reactive capability can thus be properly modeled.
IV. Application to Test Systems
The use of the control sensitivities previously derived is demonstrated in this section first on a 5 bus system and then on the New England 30 bus test system. The aim of this section is to demonstrate that system voltage security at a given operating point can be "maximized" by moving controllers to maximize the energy measure (difference). This approach is provided for illustrative purposes; in an application environment tradeoffs between economy and security would normally be required. This maximization is accomplished through the following algorithm: 0) Start from a given network state (normally available on-line from the state estimator). 1) Calculate the appropriate low voltage solution (see Section V for a description of the algorithms used).
2) Calculate the controller sensitivities.
3) Use a gradient search to move controllers in the direction of increasing energy measure.
4) Energy measure maximum is reached when all
controller sensitivities are zero (unless a controller is constrained at its limit); otherwise Goto step 1.
A rough measure of the effectiveness of the energy method can be obtained by comparing the amount of load increase the original and the re-dispatched systems can withstand before voltage collapse occurs.
The Stagg and El-Abiad 5 bus system [21] was chosen as the first test system with bus 1 as the slack. The system was slightly modified so that the bus 2 generator's voltage regulation point was set to 1.04 per unit, and that its reactive capability was modeled using the piecewise linear curve shown in figure 3. Now assume that a single variable, the MW output of G, is available for control. Thus at any load level the sensitivity of the energy measure to PG2 can be calculated by (11). Anytime this value is nonZerO it is possible to increase the system energy (at least incrementally) by changing the MW output of G,, and there by decrease the system's vulnerability to voltage collapse. The validity of the sensitivity is of course dependent upon the size of the neighborhood in which the energy measure can be approximated by a linear function of the controls. Figure 5 , which plots the variation in the system energy measure as P, , is increased, shows that for k=l the system energy is indeed a nearly linear function of PG2 up to the breakpoints in the generator's reactive capability curve. This breakpoint dependence is expected because of the explicit dependence in (11) of at9/aPGj upon a Q P G j ) L i i J a P G j ( figure 3) . Generation at Bus 2 (MW) FIGURE 5 Energy Based Security Measure versus Pm For k=l and PG2=40MW, a6/aPGz=0.118 per unit which indicates that the energy measure can be increased by increasing the MW output of G2 The energy maximum, which can be found by using a gradient search algorithm, occurs when Pm=120MW.
This value is not unsurprising since it represents the breakpoint in the reactive capability curve (figure 3 ) where further increases in real power output result in a decrease in reactive capability. As the system load changes over time subsequent optimizations could be performed periodically to insure that the system stays at its energy maximum. The upper curve in figure 4 plots these maximum energy values versus k. Note that the system is now able to tolerate a maximum load corresponding to k=3.42 before voltage collapse occurs. The "optimal" PGZ at this point is equal to 2 " . Stated another way, the objective is to maximize the amount of load the system can tolerate (i.e. k) by changing a single independent variable, Pm. For a given value of P, the value of Lt (i.e. the k corresponding to point of voltage collapse)
can be calculated using powerflow simulations with the optimal multiplier of [22] . F$ure 6 plots these values of kt vs values of PG2. Note that the maximum value of kfit shown in figure 6 is the same as that shown in figure 4 'thus confirming that system voltage security was indeed maximized. The New England 30 bus system was chosen as the second test system in order to demonstrate the method's usefulness on a larger system. The voltage collapse scenario is the same as that These sensitivities would then be calculated using (10). sensitivities would then simply form a row in the LP tableau. used in figure 1 and in [17] , namely gradually increasing the reactive load at bus 11. Here rather than a single controller as in the previous example, assume that the MW outputs of all the system generators are available for control (except Bus 30 which is the system slack). The first two columns of table 1 list these generators along with their respective basecase M W injections used in figure 1. The energy function can then be. maximized for a given value of Qll (reactive load at bus 11) by using the algorithm mentioned in the beginning of this section. For Qll = 800MVAR the initial sensitivities and the final "optimal" real power outputs of the generators are given in columns 3 and 4 of table 1 respectively.
The associated change in the energy measure at this load level was from 3.71 to 4.66. As was the case in figure 4, figure 7 plots the optimal energy versus the basepoint energy as Qll is varied. Note that Qllmax has increased from 1317MVAR to 1361MVAR. The goal of the previous algorithm was too maximize the energy measure for a given system load. However, for on-line use, where economic and other security constraints must be considered, the energy method sensitivities could be used in a different manner. For example, consider the constrained minimization problem where the objective is to minimize system operating costs such that no constraints are active (violating their limits). Linear programming optimization methods have proved effective in solving such power system problems [3] , [23] . Voltage security could then be enforced by requiring that the energy for an area be above a specified threshold (perhaps determined by off-line studies). Any time the energy fell below that limit the constraint would be come active. Controller
V. Calculation of Multiple Power Flow Solutions
In order to apply energy methods to the voltage collapse problem, it is crucial that the appropriate unstable equilibrium (or low voltage) solutions can be found with reasonable computational effort. The calculation of the set of all UEP solutions for direct methods of transient stability has often been viewed as computationally prohibitive for large scale systems, due to an immense number of solutions. However, research on transient energy functions has shown that calculation of relevant UEPs can be quite tractable. In the voltage stability framework, the inclusion of the reactive power balance equations helps to diminish this problem significantly. In [16] , [24] the practicality of locating relevant low voltage solutions on realistically sized networks (43 and 81 buses) was demonstrated using a rectangular NewtonRaphson technique with the optimal multiplier [21] . In addition, a "simplified method" is presented for calculating the up to N-1 (where N is the number of buses in the system) low voltage solutions corresponding to a low initial voltage guess at one bus.
The energy method, however, requires that only a single low voltage solution be found for those groups of buses in the power system which are judged vulnerable to voltage collapse. The appropriate solution in each area is typically characterized by depressed voltages localized within that area. Even in a large scale system the number of vulnerable areas is normally quite small and is not explicitly dependent upon network size. Experience of the authors with numerous test cases indicate that this set of low voltage solutions are a subset of the solutions calculated by the "simplified method" [25] . Furthermore the lowest energy measures were associated with solutions located simply by initializing a Newton-Raphson iteration (with optimal step size) initial guesses at the "weakest bus" within a weak area. Thus a heuristic algorithm can be employed to rapidly identify a subset of candidate low voltage solution buses. Since most low voltage solutions are local in nature, that is the voltages are only perturbed from the normal operating point in a subset of the system, the computational effort could be reduced by employing techniques found in [26] to only iterate on that portion of the system.
As the system moves towards voltage collapse the vulnerability of one area will normally dominate that of the others. References [23] and [27] show that the number of multiple solutions tends to decrease as system approaches voltage collapse. At the point immediately before collapse only a pair of closely located solutions exist. In [28] an algorithm is presented for locating the low voltage solution paired to the high voltage solution which requires computational time equivalent to that of a load flow. Thus the use of the energy method approach has the attractive property that as the system becomes more heavily loaded the computational burden actually goes down.
VI. Conclusions
This paper has developed a method of reducing a system's vulnerability to voltage collapse by using the first order sensitivities of an energy function to controller changes. The paper first discussed the application of energy functions to the voltage collapse problem. Next an energy function was introduced and its controller sensitivities calculated. Then applicability of these sensitivities to increase the voltage security was demonstrated on both 5 and 30 bus systems. Lastly the computation aspects of the method were discussed, with emphasis on locating the appropriate low voltage solution.
The suitability of the controller sensitivities rests on the advantageous properties of the energy function. The energy function method offers a measure of proximity to voltage collapse which varies smoothly with changes in the system state. Also the measure is formulated in closed form and can be calculated with total computational requirements of only a few powerflow solutions. Additionally, the measure can be evaluated without the necessity of detailed projections about how the system parameters will change over time and is therefore insensitive to errors in these projections. The controller sensitivities provide an accurate measure of how controller movement will effect system voltage security and thus could be applied in a constrained optimization algorithm to increase system security.
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